Crazy German Boxes Sealed
Each participant gets a sealed german collector box (contains 2 Starter 8 Booster
METW/MELE german and german promo cards) to build a deck. The normal rules for sealed
deck (at least 25 ressources and 25 hazards [10 creatures]) and the region site card rules (see
separate rules) apply. Additional the following rules have to use:
1) Each player has to decide to play wizard or ringwraith. A deck must contain two
copies of one Wizard/Ringwraith and an additional Wizard/Ringwraith or (this is an
exklusive or !!!) two different Wizards/Ringwraiths. Each player has to announce
whether he is playing hero or minion before the start of the game and has to start in
Rivendell or in Dol Guldur and/or in Minas Morgul.
2) Each character can be played and used by hero player and minion player. But you
have to use the minion character rules that orcs and troll can only be in the same
company with men at none heaven sites and one leader per company is allowed (this
applies also for the half orc Baugur !!!).
3) Minion marshalling points and hero marshalling points are playable by heros and
minions and are giving both full marshalling points. But minion marshalling points are
only playable at minion sites and hero marshalling points are only playable at hero
sites. Please note that minion characters can’t use/wear/effect hero resources and hero
characters can’t use/wear/effect minion resources (this applies to events, items and
allies).
4) During the game you can use both version of one site. So you can visit in one round
first one version and in the next round (or in the same round with two companies) the
other version .If you are travelling from one version to the other version you have to
travel through the region where the site is situated. Additional only your opponent is
drawing cards (this means: if you are travelling from Dol Amroth minion to Dol
Amroth Hero you have to pass a free domain and Belfalas. Additional only your
opponent is drawing two cards.) Attention! Minion players are not allowed to use the
hero heavens and heros are not allowed to use the minion heavens! (we don’t want
Elrond to sit together with orcs and trolls in Rivendell). The same site of hero and
minion are site where you can join your companies and the effects of special cards
applies for all version of the sites (so Sieges is going into the discard pile when all
version of the sites are not in play)
5) Agents can be used as normal character by both players an can also be in the starting
company. The using of the agents as agents is also possible. The hero player and the
minion player has to put the agents in his character pool (starting or deck pool).
Agents can use both version of the sites (but no heavens!) plus the region card sites
(see rules for using region site cards) and as normal a site card used by an agents has
to go in the discard pile
6) Please note that it is forbidden to have more than three copies of the same card name
in your deck (for example river, Giant Spiders, Ghosts, Lure of Nature). There is no
difference whether the card is from METW or MELE.
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